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Overview
Revit is a powerful design and documentation tool that can greatly increase productivity for any design project,
including those that contain existing buildings. A consistent rumor that has plagued the design industry for years is
that “Revit is no good for renovations”, typically because of the incorrect assumption that the entire building has to
be fully modeled or every piece of information about the construction of a building has to be known to generate a
successful Revit model. This is simply not true, and there are many ways to gain the benefits of Revit while
leveraging the various amount of information (or lack of information) you may have with a renovation project.
However, in order to take advantage of all that Revit can do, there are some general best practices and project
workflows that are recommended to make the best use of this robust system.

Why BIM for Existing Buildings?
BIM (Building Information Modeling) is uniquely formatted for existing buildings because along with being a
modeling and design tool, it is also a database (the “information” in BIM). The ability of Revit to store data with
objects makes it the perfect tool for documenting an existing building.

Project Setup
How you start a project in Revit is very important and has a big impact on the success of the model and future
collaboration. By setting up your model as outlined below, you will have a good foundation upon which to develop
your project successfully.

Initial Model Setup
As with any design project, you first have to look at what information you already have that can help you start the
project. This information, along with the scope of work, will help you to decide how to set up your model to best
utilize the available time and budget.
What are you starting with?
You may or may not have any of the following materials:





Existing hand drawings
Existing CAD files
A point cloud
A civil survey

If you at least have some drawings to start from, be they hand drawings or CAD files, you can begin the process of
setting up your Revit model from these documents.
Modeling your existing conditions
Begin by assessing the scope of work of your project and determining what needs to be modeled. You may be doing
a rehabilitation project where you won’t be building much, if anything, new and so you may not need to actually
model the building if you have existing CAD floor plans and/or elevations. In this case, you can link in the existing
CAD files into the corresponding Revit views.
Always begin modeling with simple versions of families – such as walls, floors, and ceilings with a simple thickness,
and not complex layers. Put in windows and doors that are generally the size that you believe them to be, unless
you have more specific information already. This way you can quickly get the general “bones” of the building
created and have a background upon which to collect additional survey data.
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If you are lucky enough to have a point cloud, you can link that directly into Revit and being creating geometry
using your point cloud as a reference. You should still build things generically (not as generic models, but as simple
families assigned to the correct category), and then get specific as you obtain the information and it becomes
necessary for your work to input that data into the model.
Later in this paper, I will discuss various methods for utilizing CAD files into your Revit model.
Setting up your existing CAD files
If you are planning on linking in CAD files either just for reference or to use in views on sheets, there are some
general guidelines you should follow to keep the file size down and keep your links manageable.
Best Practices:
1.

Always LINK a CAD file, NEVER import, for the following reasons:
a. When you link a CAD file, Revit simply builds a reference to that CAD file, and you can revise the
CAD file and then refresh it in your model to see those changes. If you import the CAD file, it
becomes a static snapshot of the CAD file at the time that you placed it, and won’t update.
b. When you import a CAD file, you can easily lose it in your model, and often it is difficult to find and
remove later on. This extra information can bloat your Revit file size and cause performance issues.
2. NEVER EVER explode a CAD file in your main Revit file.
a. If you explode a CAD file, you lose the connection back to the original file, and you add all of the
layers as linetypes and all the hatches as filled region types into your Revit file. You also create
hundreds, if not thousands, of detail lines that can affect the performance of your model.
Steps to linking in a CAD file for optimal performance:
1.

Save a separate copy of your CAD file from your record copy, in a central location, typically in a “CAD links”
folder near your Revit files.
2. Remove all the layers that you don’t need from this copy and purge and explode it completely. Make sure
that elements are on the correct layers so that you can control their graphics from within Revit.
3. If you are linking in a CAD file to use as a background to trace over to create your model, link it directly into
the view for that level and make sure to choose “Current view only”. When you do this, it will gray out the
“Place at” option and will default to the level of the plan that you have as your active view.
4. Unless your CAD file has specific coordinates associated with it, the easiest way to place it where you want
is to choose “Manual - Center” under “Positioning.”

Figure 1: Import Dialog Box
5. Choose an option for “Colors:” that is closest to what you need for this project
6. I recommending leaving the default settings for “Layers/Levels:”
7. Set “Import units” to Auto-Detect, but be aware that you may need to adjust the scale of your DWG after
linking
8. Leave “Correct lines that are slightly off axis” checked. Revit doesn’t like angles that go to multiple decimal
points. Letting Revit automatically correct them will reduce the number of warnings in your model and
usually you won’t notice a difference.
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9. Once you place the CAD file, if you can’t see it, select all, filter by the link, and then choose “foreground” in
the properties window under “Draw Layer”

Figure 2: Link Properties Window
10. You can manipulate the visibility of the CAD file from your Visibility Graphics window – change layer
weights, linetypes, turn them on and off, etc. All of the linked CAD files in your project will appear under the
“Imported Categories” tab and from here you can expand each one and manage the layers.

Figure 3: Visibility/Graphics Overrides Window. Shortcut to open is "VV" or "VG" on the keyboard.
Can also be found in the "View" tab in the "Graphics" panel.
11. Place your CAD files on their own workset, to be able to better control their visibility. You can have a single
workset for all the linked CAD files or multiple ones, one for each, depending on how you would like to
control their visibility.
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Browser Organization
When working with an existing building, you will typically have existing views, which you wouldn’t have when
working on a new building project. With the addition of another set of views, you may want to organize your project
browser by phase. With a few simple steps you can do this.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Create the project parameters “View Group” and “View Sub-Group” and associate them with views.
Create the project parameters “Sheet Group” and “Sheet Sub-Group” and associate them with sheets.
Be aware that until you designate text in these new parameter fields, they will remain empty.
Right click on “Views” in your project browser and choose “Browser Organization…”
Under the “View” Tab, chose “New” and give it a name (i.e. 00 All Disciplines, 08 Architectural, etc.)

Figure 4: Creating a new Browser View Organization Type
6. A new window will pop up. Under the “Sorting” tab, choose the following options. Make sure to choose to
sort by “Associated Level” at the bottom. This way your floorplans will sort in elevational order.

Figure 5: Setting Grouping and Sorting options for your views
7. After you click OK, go back to the first window, and choose the “Sheets” tab.
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8. Create a new type called “OO All Disciplines” and set the “Grouping and Sorting” options as shown below.

Figure 6: Setting Grouping and Sorting options for your sheets.
As you create your views, designate their Browser folder and View Use.
Some examples of “View Group” designations:







EXISTING
WORKING
PRINTING
EXPORT
COORDINATION
PRESENTATION

Some examples of “View Sub-Group” designations (these are really just used to help you organize your hundreds of
views):






01 General
02 Architectural Demo
03 Architectural
04 Structural
99 Presentation

Some examples of “Sheet Group” designations (These can also help you to sort your sheet list so that you can put
the disciplines in the order that you prefer, rather than alphanumeric as Revit does automatically.). These are
typically based on the order that you put your sheets in a finished drawing set.





01 GENERAL
05 CIVIL
07 STRUCTURAL
08 ARCHITECTURAL
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Phasing and Phase Filters
When working with existing buildings, the existing, demolition, and new construction work will all be document in the
single model. Because of these various phases, you will need to adjust the “phase filters” to show what you would
like to see in each phase of the project – demolition and new work.
To manage the phases and phase filters in your project:
1. Manage Tab > Phasing Panel > Phases
2. Project Phases Tab – This is where you can manage all the phases in your project. If you have more than one
new construction phase or if your building was constructed in various phases and you want to separate
those out, this is how you would add new phases. Typically, you do not need a “Demolition” phase as
demolition is performed as part of the “New Construction” phase. If it truly is separate phase, then you can
create it as such.

Figure 7: Project Phases Dialog Box.
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3. Phase Filters Tab – This tab is how to determine what items will be visible based on the phase of the project
and how those items will appear. You give the Phase Filter a name, and then choose from 3 options under
each phase: By Category, Overridden, or Not Displayed. You can create as many different phase filters as
you like to show different things in different views.

Figure 8: Phase Filters Dialog Box.
4. Graphic Overrides Tab – In this tab, you decide how a particular phase will appear when you choose
“Overridden” in the “Phase Filters” tab. Unfortunately there is only 1 override possible for each phase. This
is where you would choose how demolished objects appear on your demolition plan, and how existing and
new objects will be differentiated on your new work drawings. You also have the ability to make the entire
phase halftone, or assign a particular material to that phase.

Figure 9: Graphics Overrides Dialog Box for Project Phases
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General Graphics
When multiple phases exist in a single project, it’s crucial to be able to quickly and consistently differentiate which
elements are part of which phase. This is achieved through the general graphics of your drawings. As our world has
become increasingly digital, construction documents have in many cases followed suit. The days of printing out
multiple sets of full size drawings are quickly waning, and the use of portable electronic devices such as
smartphones, tablets, and small laptops to view and mark up drawings is increasing. Because of this shift in how we
view drawings, we need to take a look at the overall graphics of drawings relative to how they will be viewed.

Figure 10: Plan graphic variations.
In the left image above, the only differentiation between new and existing walls in the weight of the line. It makes it
very difficult to tell the difference. In contrast, the right image above has the existing walls shown in a gray poche
and the new walls shown in a black poche. With a quick glance, you can easily tell which phase elements belong to.
This is controlled globally in the model by the phase filters, as explained in the previous section.

Worksets
Worksets are a powerful tool to control visibility. They work like folders to collect and group certain items together,
which can then be defaulted visible or not visible globally. Below are some general rules of thumb to start you off in
determining what elements should have their own workset.




Each linked Revit file should be on its own workset. This aids in globally turning it on and off, and using the
power of Revit to visually coordinate
All linked CAD files should at a minimum be on their own workset together.
Elements that only need to be seen in a few views should also be on their own workset. Item such as
furniture, floor finishes, specialty finishes, families for egress calculations
o Furniture
o Floor Finishes
o Specialty finishes
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Enabling Worksharing
Before you can harness the power of worksets, you must first “enable worksharing” for your model. To do this,
under the Collaborate Tab, choose the “Collaborate” button in the Manage Collaboration panel.

Figure 11: Ribbon before worksharing has been enabled.
Once you have done this, the following window will appear. Revit automatically creates two worksets for you –
“Shared Levels and Grids” which contains those items, and “Workset1” which contains all the rest of the model
items in your project.

Figure 12: Enable worksharing dialog box
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If you subscribe to A360 (Autodesk’s cloud collaboration platform), you will get this box instead and you can choose
to either house your central file in the cloud or locally on your network. If you do not subscribe to A360, you will not
get this box.

Figure 13: Selecting the location for the Central file.
Once you click OK, the worksets dialog box will appear (see below). At this time, you can add additional worksets to
your model. If you look at the bottom of the dialog box, you will see that there are other types of worksets (Families,
Project Standards, Views). These are system generated and used by Revit to help control who can edit what when.
You cannot remove or edit these, so typically it’s easiest to leave their visibility set to off.

Figure 14: Worksets Dialog Box after initially enabling worksharing for your model.
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Once you have enabled worksharing, additional options become available in your toolbar.

Figure 15: Ribbon after worksharing has been enabled.
You can also now create your own worksets to manage elements in your model. Below is an example of a project
with some additional user-created worksets, in this case to manage linked models. The naming conventions should
be something that you have pre-determined based on your office standards. Clarity in naming is crucial, especially if
you are sharing your model with other consultants, who may not want or need to have certain items visible in their
views.

Figure 16: Worksets dialog box
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Once worksets have been created, you can use them to control the visibility of your model, and also for
coordination. To view your model with worksharing display activated, from your View Control Bar, choose
“Worksharing Display” and then “Worksets” (see image below).

Figure 17: Worksharing Display Settings.
This can be done in any graphic view, it is not restricted to a 3D view. This tool is also helpful in plans and sections.

Figure 18: Workset display on, set to "Worksets."
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If you would like to control the individual color of each workset, you can do this in the “Worksharing Display
Settings…” dialog box, shown below.

Figure 19: “Worksharing Display Settings…” Dialog box.
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Scheduling
We are all familiar with scheduling objects such as doors, windows, and finishes for new work, but what about using
these same schedules for relocation or selective demolition? Because of the database aspect of Revit, you can
create schedules for these items. Since schedules in Revit are another type of view (you are viewing data
associated with items instead of just the items) they can also be phased, just like drawing sheets. Some of the
various things that you can schedule for existing buildings include a demolition finish schedule and/or relocation
schedules for doors/equipment/furniture/light fixtures. For an item like doors, you can show parameters such as
“Phase Created” and “Phase Demolished” in your schedule.

Figure 20: Door schedule showing existing and new doors along with demolition information.
In this case, the phase for the schedule is set to “New Construction” with the Phase Filter set to “Show All.” For
something like a finish schedule, since rooms are phase specific, the options for “Phase Filter” will not be available.
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Figure 21: Phasing options for door schedules.
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Demolition Drawings
Demolitions drawings require a bit of creative thinking in Revit if you would like to show existing rooms numbers.
Because rooms are phase specific, and a demo drawing’s phase is set to “New Construction,” existing rooms will not
appear on demolition drawings. To overcome this hurdle, we simply layer two views on top of each other. Create a
demolition plan view with the Phase Filter set to “Show Previous + Demo” and the Phase set to “New Construction.”

Figure 22: Demolition floor plan showing architecture only.
Create a second view with the Phase Filter set to “Show All” and the Phase set to “Existing.” In this second view,
turn off all elements and annotations except for rooms and room tags.

Figure 23: Demolition floor plan for rooms.
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You can now layer these views on top of each other on the sheet and it is easy to align them as Revit will natural
find the same location and allow you to snap to it as you move one view on top of the other. To make this process
quicker, you can create view templates for both these types of views and then apply to each level.

Figure 24: Demo drawing with the two views stacked on top of one another.
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Creative Annotation
When working with an existing building, you have more to start with typically than when starting a new building from
scratch. Take advantage of the materials, be they CAD drawings, hand drawings, and even photographs. Below are a
few ways to harness the power of Revit without spending unnecessary time modeling elements that don’t need to
be modeled.
Using images to show scope.
Often you will need to show scope in an area where the architecture is not changing, but the room is complex
enough that modeling it fully would take a lot of time and resources. In this case, you can place a photograph of the
space on your sheet, add some detail components to highlight specific areas, and then attach keynotes or text
notes to those detail components. In the image below, a detail component with instance-based parameters was
created as an open dashed box with white lines. This was placed around an element in the photograph and then a
keynote was attached to the box. This approach is useful when the main scope includes work such as repainting,
refurbishment, refinishing, etc.

Figure 25: Indicating scope on a photograph.
Using 3D views for clarity.
Often you want to show a complex condition that is difficult to clearly convey in plan or elevation. In this case, you
can put a 3D view on a sheet and add annotation.
Steps:
1. Create your 3D view and set the perspective as desired.
2. Lock the 3D view.
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3. Once the view is locked, annotation can be added – dimensions, text notes, keynotes, tags, elevation
markers, etc.

Custom Content
When working with an existing building, you will often have to create custom content for items such as windows,
doors, casework, and various architectural detailing features. You can start with looking online for already made
custom content and go from there.
A good rule when downloading any families from 3rd party sources is to open it by itself first and make sure that it is
pared down and cleaned out to only include what you want, since if it has a lot of extra things in it, such as
additional materials or types, it can bog down your model once loaded in.
Pre-made content
Some of the best places to find custom Revit families online:








Manufacturer’s website
o many manufacturers will have content created in house that they provide for architects and
engineers to use. Often you can take these elements and edit them for your needs.
seek.autodesk.com (Autodesk Seek)
o This is Autodesk’s online catalog of families. You can find both Autodesk created content and
manufacturer-created content here.
revitcity.com
o This is user-based online forum that houses custom-made families uploaded by Revit users around
the globe. Be cautious when using content from this website, as it can be in other languages or may
have lots of extra information that you don’t need.
Revit.autodesk.com/library/archive2009/html/index.html (Autodesk archived libraries)
o This site contains content that Autodesk used to include with Revit. Make sure to check out the UK
and France libraries, and they have different content and all you have to do is change the units in
order to use it.

Creating your own content
You can create both 2D and 3D custom content. Above was outlined locations to find primarily 3D content. 2D
content is relatively easy to create and typically comes in the form of detail components. These can be used to
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annotate drawings for treatments, or to draw details. Some examples of these 2D detail components are line-based
detail components and filled region type components with instance-based dimensions.

Figure 26: The boxes with dashed outlines are various 2D detail components that can be manipulated
per instance. Keynotes can be attached to the various detail components.

Figure 27: The view of the family used in the image above, in the family editor. Each type of filled
region lives within the same component.
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Figure 28: The dialog box from the family of the detail component in the previous two figures. You
can see here that each type has a different hatch pattern selected under the "Other" parameter
category.

Creative Approaches to Modeling
Approach #1: Create a Revit “model” from 2D CAD files.
If you already have floorplans and elevations in CAD, and your scope of work does not include extensive
reformatting of space, you can use the existing CAD files in your Revit model. By doing this, your elevation
references remain parametric as do any sections or callouts that you may need. Below are the general steps to
linking in CAD files to use as your architecture.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Save copies of your CAD files in a “links” folder within your project folder, making sure to keep the original
file somewhere safe to refer back to if needed.
Open each CAD file and remove any unnecessary layers or objects. Remove everything from paper space,
delete extra tabs, and purge the file.
In Revit, open the view that you would like to use, i.e., for a plan view, open the corresponding plan view in
Revit, for an elevation, open the corresponding elevation view, etc.
Link in the CAD file as outlined above. If these will be the main backgrounds for your project, then make sure
to leave “Current view only” unchecked.
Put the CAD file on the appropriate workset.
You can now use detail components, model lines, and filled regions to annotate your drawings.

Approach #2: Create a hybrid CAD/Revit model.
You can also use a hybrid of 3D and 2D elements to create your model. If you are only doing work on the exterior,
model the façade of the building, and then use existing CAD plans linked in to act as your reference plans. If you
need the rooms, model the building generically and then use detailed CAD elevations (say from a laser scan) and
place those into your elevation views. The steps for inserting CAD files is the same as above.
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Collaboration and Coordination
When all the disciplines involved in a project are working in Revit, there are many benefits.






Better coordination because you can see how elements from different disciplines interact with each other.
You can use the 3D environment to find creative solutions as it is much easier to see how elements relate to
each other when you can view them from all angles.
With an integrated model, you can work out potential issues earlier in the design process, potentially
reducing construction time and change orders, saving both money and headache.
You can better plan where to place new penetrations, which is especially important for historic structures or
those where the structural system is complex.
Building the entire building with all its system in Revit will also provide more information to inform potential
locations for probes and selective demolition, aiding the design process.

BIM Execution Plan (BEP)
When starting a project in a system as complex as BIM, it is important to set expectations from the beginning. This
is even more important with an existing building since there are always many unknowns. In the BEP, it is important
to outline the following elements:







What assumptions are being made regarding the existing building and what will be modeled.
What, if anything, of the existing conditions each discipline will model.
Which discipline will “own” which elements of the model or if the Architect starts modeling everything, when
in the process they will get turned over to the appropriate consultant. A good example of this is the
structure of the building. Often the Architect will model the columns and slabs for the SD submission and
then from there the structural engineer will take ownership of those elements and provide them in their
model.
How to treat demolition work, since it works differently in Revit in architecture versus MEP.
How the modeling responsibilities change as the scope changes throughout the design process.

If you have a well thought-out BEP, you will have the following benefits:




Clear delineation of responsibilities.
A document to refer back to in times of questions/conflicts.
A document for new team members to refer to, to bring them up to speed quickly.

Conclusion
Revit is a versatile program that can be used for many different project types and sizes and the main ingredients for
success are having a problem-solver attitude and thinking outside the box. An understanding ahead of time of what
information you have available on your existing building combined with what information you know you will need to
add allows you to efficiently create a project using Revit that can speed up your workflow, share information in new
ways, and leverage the information that a BIM model has to offer.
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